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“Heavy metal is objectionable. I don’t even know 
where that [comparison] comes from. People will 
say that Motörhead is a metal band and I totally 
disagree, and I disagree that AC/DC is a metal band. 
To me, those are rock bands. There’s a lot of Chuck 
Berry in Motörhead. It’s really loud and distorted and 
amplified but it’s there – especially in the earlier 
stuff. And AC/DC has an almost blues thing filtered 
through its weird Australian take. When I think of 
heavy metal bands, I think of bands that have these 
epic songs that go into these goofy time signatures. 
More like Iron Maiden, Judas Priest – an operatic 
singer. Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath are the roots 
of this. The bands that followed them were trying to 
break the rules…and the bands that copied them 
set the rules. The same thing happened with punk 
rock. Led Zeppelin bugged me because you’d hear 
them all the time, and the singer was kind of 
annoying. But their live stuff from ’71? It’s amazing. 
That’s a rock’n’roll band”. – Mark Arm

“Sub Pop was the first time I’d encountered big, 
dumb rock2. All the way through punk and past it, 
across the Eighties, I’d been educated to believe that 
it was ‘wrong’ to enjoy it. And often it was: it came 
with so many reprehensible attitudes that made it 
anathema to anyone schooled in the lessons of the 

feminists and free-thinkers. But it was so fun! It’s so 
fun to shake your head in bass bins, dribble and 
drawl like a stoner, dance yourself into oblivion3. 
Sub Pop’s mark of genius was making it OK to like 
the big, dumb rock again. Oh, and in centralising 
everything in a place (Seattle) that no one from the 
outside cared for back then4: so that when attention 
came they could claim the area as their own. Oh, 
and in inventing the Slacker Generation and Bart 
Simpson’s ‘Proud To Be An Underachiever’ outlook 
five years ahead of schedule with the ‘LOSER’ T-
shirts5. Oh, and in forging a label identity so strong 
that two decades on people still assume their best-
known band (Nirvana) come from Seattle6. Oh, and 
in making it fun to be a fan of music once more…” – 
Everett True (unused promotional blurb for Sub Pop 
20 Year Anniversary)

We all have our three weeks in the sun.
The past doesn’t exist. It never has. As Almost 

Famous7 tells us, you’re never cool, especially when 
you think you’re being cool. That’s a fundamental. 
You feel a buzz once, so you try and hang onto that 
buzz. But it doesn’t keep. I grow a beard years after I 
should have. I hang on words of people who have 
never been my friends, and vice versa. Mark Arm is a 

comedy genius, the funniest man I’ve encountered 
in the Puget Sound8. He cracks me up. No one found 
me attractive until I changed my name. The name 
slides into meaninglessness. What is the Everett True 
brand in 2008? What does Sub Pop stand for, more 
than 20 years after its inception? Could Sub Pop 
have existed without Everett True? Could Everett 
True have existed without Sub Pop? 

If I’d known that my life would’ve become 
defined by a handful of events and conversations 
over the space of a few short years, would I have 
behaved any different? Krist Novoselic, back when 
he quit alcohol for round about the first time (1992, 
I believe) told his band-mates that he missed the 
spontaneity and creativity that came from being 
drunk. Last time I met Krist, we drank $20 shots of 
whiskey, and he drove his four-wheeler straight 
through a barrier. 

Who cares what actually happened? All that 
matters is the manner in which it is documented. 
How great were Green River? How great were The 
U-Men? Flipper? The Wipers? The Blackouts? No 
one knows. No one of any importance was around 
to document them. There was so much great music 
hailing from regional hotspots in America in the late 
Eighties…scratch that. There is always so much 
great music hailing from whichever regional 

hotspots wherever. All that changed with Sub Pop 
was the focus.

Jack Endino9 says ‘Touch Me I’m Sick’ is basically 
‘The Witch’10.

“It’s basically ‘Happenings 10 Years Time Ago’ by 
The Yardbirds,” laughs Mudhoney singer Mark Arm. 
“Which is also the fast part of ‘I’m Sick Of You’ by 
The Stooges. Then there was this local band called 
Night Kings11 that had a song with a similar riff. It’s 
up for grabs. It’s anybody’s.” 

Did you have any idea you were creating 
anything special at the time? 

“It just sounded really good to us,” Mark states. 
“We were trying to put out a single that would be 
something that we would be so jazzed about if we 
stumbled across it in a record store. 

“We had it really easy from the start,” he adds. 
“We had our friends Bruce [Pavitt, millionaire, 
beard] and Jon [Poneman, millionaire, no beard] 
who were starting this label. I was in a band that 
was already on the label so…we just stepped into 
place. I worked with Bruce at Muzak12 and I tried to 
play him stuff that we’d played in our practice room 
on a boom box. It just sounded like wshsshhhshh. I 
could distinguish what was going on, but Bruce was 

like, ‘I have no idea what you’re doing’. But he 
trusted the four of us enough to let us go into the 
studio for a weekend and record with Jack. It was 
essentially a demo that became our first single.”

It’s in the focus. The first time I encountered Sub 
Pop, I had 24 hours to write up my first cover feature 
for Melody Maker13. I’d picked up a bug on the 
plane home, broken my typewriter and had to travel 
across London in the dead of night to write my story, 
throwing up the entire time. 

As soon as I’d arrived in Seattle two weeks 
before, I’d made two demands of my host Bruce 
Pavitt: one, point me in the direction of the 
Greyhound Bus Station to Olympia14, and two, 
introduce me to proto-slacker cartoonist Peter 
Bagge. I liked Mudhoney and the first Nirvana 
single, sure: danced on a table in Melody Maker’s 
review room to them – but I was more down with 
the cutie kids, the scary Huck Finn/Richard Brautigan 
lyrics and patterns of Beat Happening. Loud music 
seemed to have no future. (Ha!) 

The plane landed in a snowstorm so thick I didn’t 
see the ground till three days later. Mudhoney took 
me to a café on the corner of Virginia and 1st 
opposite the Terminal Sales Building15; a scene I can 
still picture right there in my mind. They had long 

hair. I’m not sure I’d ever met any men with long  
hair before.

There were women around too, even crazier.  
My fondness for attempting to be ‘cool’ was 
documented cruelly but fairly on the run-off  
groove of the only Dickless single: “Hey it’s Joey, 
where’s the party?” Americans always misheard  
my name, one more reason for sticking with Everett. 

I am not one of those Rolling Stone guys who 
rate their own importance. I am not an NME head. I 
am certainly not a hack with delusions of literary 
grandeur. I am not a fucking music journalist. I am 
Everett True. Read my CV, it tells you right here – 
“Insurrectionary, tastemaker, loser”.

“Bruce and Jon, the Sub Pop guys, said, ‘You  
should come down to the office; we have an  
English journalist here. He’s a tastemaker; he’s  
come here to tell the world what’s going on.  
We had lunch at Mama’s. You were a fun guy  
to talk to.”

I was told you were a lumberjack16. 
“That’s that Sub Pop ‘hype’ thing again. The 

closest I came to being a lumberjack was cutting 
cord wood out in Stanley, Idaho the year after I 
graduated from high school.”

“When you hear something that enchants you, life 
becomes somehow better than before. A series of 
infatuations keep me going.” – Jonathan Poneman

…and Everett True is 481. 19 years on from his first Seattle jolly on the Sub Pop account, Plan B’s 
publisher-at-large jets back to the Pacific Northwest to meet some old friends, exorcise some ghosts 
and find out what happened after grunge left town. How did we get here? Where are we going? 
And did the Postal Service really sell that many records?
 
Words: Everett True  Transcripts: Natalie Walker
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You had some of the earliest releases on  
Sub Pop. 

“The first ever recording that was ever  
released on Sup Pop was my single. I took my  
tax return money to Reciprocal, and did ‘Ritual 
Device’, ‘Tuna Car’ and ‘Daisy’. The first two  
songs ended up being the single – the clear  
vinyl. They got a deal on the sleeves because  
Prince was going to put out a single using that 
sleeve but changed his mind at the last minute.”

(Interview with Tad Doyle, insanely  
great early Sub Pop artist, January 2008)

It’s not important that Sub Pop are having a 20  
year party. They’ve been mentioned before – and 
more than adequately. Why don’t Mojo put K 
Records on their cover – hell, why don’t Plan B?  
Why this human need to keep going over the  
same ground? I’m not innocent. Listen! Listen  
to my fingers hammering the keys as the  
Green River gang retread the same Stooges  
riffs Nick Cave’s gang paraded 10 years earlier  
in Melbourne. Those dark Melbourne cats.  
Hey, let’s write a story about them. No, no.  
Let’s focus.

Mark Arm: “The first time I met Everett True  
was in Seattle in 198817. He came waltzing into 
town with this bag of fairy dust, saying that he 
would be able to make me famous, and I followed 
him around for weeks.”

Did the fairy dust work?
“I’m working in a warehouse. Fame. That’s  

all it was. Minor insignificant fame, but fame 
nonetheless.”

Did you want fame?

“No, no, I would actually prefer money. In those 
days, fame was a lot harder to come by. We didn’t 
have the internet. Nowadays you can just post 
something on YouTube, and you’ll be famous for a 
week. That has nothing to do with Everett True.”

So, Mudhoney were responsible for spreading 
The Word Of Grunge…?

“Our intent wasn’t to spread ‘grunge’. Our 
intent was to just…spread ourselves, I guess. We 
didn’t mean to drag anything behind us – except 
maybe to help out some of our friends. The whole 
wider thing that was known as ‘grunge’, we never 
really had much in common with, musically. You 
said we were working-class, and that only really 
applies to Matt [Lukin, former Melvin – from 
Aberdeen, WA] and Dan [Peters, Bundle Of Hiss]. 
Steve [Turner] and I are from middle-class 
backgrounds. I don’t know if the best rock’n’roll 
comes from total working class backgrounds – the 
people who are so poor that they’re just trying to 
find a way to eat, they don’t have the time to dick 
around and play guitar. Philosophers aren’t 
generally working-class people.”

What’s the difference between Sub Pop and a 
major label?

“Here, there are 25 people. That’s kind of big for 
an independent label – it’s definitely bigger than 
Suicide Squeeze, which is two people. I’m sure 
Matador is at least as big, if not bigger. Working 
here [in the warehouse], I have a unique insight into 
what sells and what doesn’t. It’s humbling. It’s a 
good way of keeping things in perspective.” 

Sub Pop used to be rare good fun to hang with. 
Perhaps they still are? I have no real idea. In January 
this year I was flown out to Seattle (“home of THE 

grunge” – and if there was ever a word I should 
have copyrighted, down payment on a swank 
penthouse apartment in New Farm, it’s right there, 
baby) by Sub Pop, to interview a band who weren’t 
even in town18. It reminded me of the time me and 
Charles Peterson flew across the desert to interview 
Dwarves in Las Vegas and the scum rock band  
were so knackered – van breakdown – they all  
went to bed at 7pm, stopping only briefly to pause 
for photos of singer Blag Jesus with his cock in my 
mouth. I’m not sure I enjoy all this beardy folksy  
stuff Sub Pop are pushing out right now, and I can 
do without yet another whiny indie band telling  
me how small their trust fund is – but I’ve heard a 
few of the current crop of Sub Pop bands, and they 
sound fine19. 

Or were they? It’s all in the focus, and boy did 
they focus on me. “Don’t ever sleep with your idols/
They will only let you down,” instructed Patrik 
Fitzgerald back in ’78, and no I didn’t sleep with 
anyone, only shared a few sleeping bags and late 
night bruises, but that still didn’t stop everyone – 
and I mean everyone – plying me with alcohol and 
drugs and alcohol, until I grew so confused I got to 
thinking that all these smart, hairy, sardonic men 
and flamboyant women were my friends, even if 
some of them were called Jeremy. So no I didn’t fuck 
anyone, but that still didn’t stop Spin magazine from 
listing me in three of their Top 100 Rock’N’Roll 
Moments Ever, all of which were Sub Pop-related 
and at least one of which was a downright lie20.

But then, lies are part of the fun.

“Erica Hunter and I drove down in a Sub Pop vehicle 
to Seattle-Tacoma International Airport,” begins 

MudhoneyGreen River
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Jonathan Poneman. “This was at a time before 9/11 
where a visitor could walk right up to the gate. We 
were standing there, and suddenly this very loveable 
guy, but with hunched shoulders and a lost look, 
walks out, with his photographer walking dutifully 
behind. And I go, ‘That must be The Legend!’. We 
went up and introduced ourselves to you. And that 
was it.”

How big was Sub Pop at that point?
“There was Bruce and myself, Erica, Megan was 

an intern. Hannah [Bruce’s future wife] was 
working, Troy Phillips, Heather Barr – she was a 
publicist, and Jeff Kirk – who was our controller21.”

You’re doing a 20 year thing this year. Does that 
surprise you?

“That Sub Pop is still going doesn’t surprise me, 
because it’s so much a part of my life. I don’t involve 
myself in the day-to-day running of the label, not 
like I used to. I’m more of a figurehead. My 
involvement is necessary, in that I’m the co-owner. I 
need to be involved enough to keep the lights on.”

Who’s the other co-owner?
“Edgar Bronfman [CEO of Warner Music Group 

since 2004]. Edgar Bronfman’s family made a lot of 
money in whiskey bootlegging. He owned a 
company called Seagram’s, which they later sold, 
and he went and bought Universal Music, which he 
later sold, and they bought Warner Music. So 
Warner is the other owner.”

You must be focused.
“Not really. I was more focused at the beginning, 

but neither Bruce nor myself set out for this to  
be a career. We set out to put out records and see  
what happened. The thing is, when you hear 
something that enchants you, you fall in love,  

and life becomes somehow better than  
before. It’s a series of infatuations that keeps  
me going. 

”There have been many times when I’ve 
thought, ‘I don’t want to do this anymore’. But  
then I will hear that thing, and my life will change, 
and everything will be about bringing that thing,  
that artist, that music to an audience.”

Subject: An “alternate reality” and a 
“paralysis of fear”
Jerry, lovely visit. The biggest issue I guess has  
been pointed out. The 20th Sub Pop anniversary 
(sometime in 2000) has come and gone without 
notice. In classic revisionist method Sub Pop’s  
truly radical days of cassette comps that made  
NO money and spread the word on REALLY  
original music (with many women participants/
bands/etc – lots of inclusive palaver as opposed  
to the NICHE market) was mostly wished into  
the corn field. It had nothing to do with the  
Grunge monochrome re-brand. You should have 
seen all the Sub Pop 200s getting returned when  
it came out. All my punk friends in the Bay Area  
felt cheated.

I truly believed Bruce was embarrassed  
by his New Wave past and saw little value in  
the music he once championed so passionately.  
Now with the reissuing of The Blackouts,  
The Beakers, The Neo Boys, The Wipers and  
the 20+ bridge between new new wavers  
and very OLD new wavers, its harder and  
harder (and dumb too) to ignore Sub Pop 5,  

7 , 9 and even 100…
(Excerpted from an email from Seattle-

based producer Steve Fisk)

Last time, I encountered Sub Pop, I went to a Robert 
Crumb art opening and got mistook for The 
Talented Mr Fisk. “Hey Steve, how’s it going?” The 
trees in the middle of the roundabouts were 
trimmed immaculately, and all the sweet isolated 
rundown coffee places on Capitol Hill corners had 
been replaced by solid gold Starbucks bin 
containers. Everywhere I looked, the Emerald City 
glittered with stagnancy. Wait. Did some history go 
down in between these visits? Did I dream that? 
Have I been to Seattle, ever? It’s been 19 fucking 
years since my first visit, 20 for Sub Pop, longer for 

“Sub Pop’s truly radical days of 
cassette comps that spread the word 
on REALLY original music was mostly 
wished into the corn field” – Steve Fisk

Tad and Nirvana
Photo: Ian Tilton
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others, shorter for the musicians now signed to the 
label whose parents used to regurgitate Dicks 
Burgers to the malevolent sound of Cat Butt and 
Swallow, first time round. 

I remember thinking it was odd how 
Combustible Edison (Chicago loungecore) and Eric’s 
Trip (Vermont shoegazers) and Smashing Pumpkins 
(preening dorks) and Sebadoh had released records 
on Sub Pop, but that was…wait…15 years ago. 

In between, a founder left to try his luck with 
Timothy Leary’s ideas (death by guillotine, cos that 
way the brain stays functional for an hour after) and 
build houses in the air, and everyone moved to 
Belltown. In between, Sub Pop nearly went bust (53 
times), printed up T-shirts brilliantly exploiting the 
laziness and disenchantment of a generation (1,378 
times) and signed a mega-staggering big bucks deal 

with Warners guaranteeing gold pedal bins for life 
for co-founder Jonathan Poneman and bronze 
wheelie bins for everyone else. It was a staggering 
deal, because it happened at a time – mid-Nineties – 
when pretty much everyone felt Sub Pop’s stock was 
running out, despite their liaison with proto-emo 
types Sunny Day Really Lame; but truth be told 
Matador over in NYC signed a similar deal, with the 
same financial advisor (who since went to jail) and 
no one talks about that. Guess Sub Pop’s just an all-
round catchier name. 

Anyway, who did Matador have who was any 
good? Pavement, Cat Power…oh pffft!

How was Everett True when you met him?
Steve Fisk (ex-Pigeonhed): “A little bit of 

bravado, but then it calmed down into kind of a sad, 

beat down, socialist…wanted to know where the 
party was and was obviously disappointed that I was 
such a bad party by myself. I had a great time when I 
got to talk all that Pigeonhed to him, but once we 
were left to our own social devices, we were like 
[quotes from Walt Disney’s The Jungle Book], ‘What 
do you want to do?’ ‘I don’t know, what do you 
want to do?’ We weren’t drunk. When you parroted 
back Bruce Pavitt’s description of me as the Adrian 
Sherwood of Eastern Washington in the article in 
the NME22, I ran on that for a year and a half even 
though the idea is ridiculous. In the Seventies I didn’t 
like Seattle that much. In the Eighties…”

What do you think changed Seattle into a  
big city?

“English and Japanese investments, and 
Microsoft creating 100 millionaires that were under 

30 and knew that they were lame and stupid and so 
were looking for culture and things to do and invest 
in. That’s when Seattle got big. All the media 
coming up here and films being shot here. I used to 
have a girlfriend in Ellensburg in the Seventies who 
would come over here when the guys would drive 
their Harleys into the bars – completely Here Come 
The Brides kind of bullshit23.”

The original Skid Row was in Seattle, right?
“That’s right. We have hanging trees still 

standing. The large tree that overlooks the entrance 
to the underground city – apparently there was a 
mass lynching there in 1910. It’s one of the main 
things people can do. They can riot. [Seattle] is a 
better place to live now. The music thing was good 
in its time, but the idea that people are still looking 
to it is stupid. People are still wearing the same 

Carharrts they were wearing 11 years ago, the same 
Doc Martens from 20 years ago. The culture is stuck. 
We haven’t gotten past the reinterpretation of rock 
music that Seattle did in the Nineties.”

Charles Peterson24: “It feels a lot more than 20 
years, it really does. What do you want to know 
about it? I first met Bruce Pavitt at KCMU, the 
college radio station which is now KEXP, since Paul 
Allen sort of bought it. Yeah, so I met Bruce in the 
mid-Eighties, and he was doing a Sub Pop radio 
show, he was on before my slot. I was always kind of 
nervous like, ‘Oh, that’s Bruce Pavitt, the guy that 
writes the Sub Pop column25!’ He had this kind of 
notoriety among the underground music scene. Sub 
Pop existed long before it became a bona fide 
record label. The Sub Pop column was about 
national/international bands. Bruce was the first to 
really sound off about Sonic Youth and Shonen 
Knife and Big Black. So [early compilation] Sub Pop 
100 was a reflection of the column, and the show.”

What were you playing on your show?
Charles: “I was probably more of an Anglophile 

than Bruce, but I was playing everything from Black 
Flag to The Birthday Party, the Stooges, The Fall, 
Butthole Surfers. Bruce was on the cutting edge. I 
think he was even getting sent records, so he had 
his finger on the pulse – almost like these missives I 
get from Plan B now where I’m like, ‘Who the fuck 
are all these people?’ It’s the same thing. Like, 
‘Who’s that? Naked Raygun? Let’s go check that 
out.’ Bruce’s concept behind Sub Pop was this sort 
of international syndicate of underground music all 
coalescing into a global love fest. He kind of felt like, 
“Oh, there’s all these different scenes going on and I 
want to make people aware of this music, not just as 
a regional thing, but as international as well’.”

1. Nirvana, Bleach (1989), 1.6 million
2. Postal Service, Give Up (2003), 902,885
3. The Shins, Oh, Inverted World (2001), 547,274
4. The Shins, Wincing The Night Away (2007), 
500,813
5. The Shins, Chutes Too Narrow (2003), 462,574

“Bruce’s concept behind Sub Pop was 
this sort of international syndicate of 
underground” – Charles Peterson

Bruce Pavitt and Everett True
Photography: Stephen Sweet
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6. Hot Hot Heat, Make Up The Breakdown (2002), 
282,141
7. Sunny Day Real Estate, Diary (1994), 226,388
8. Iron And Wine, Our Endless Numbered Days 
(2004), 220,157
9. Iron And Wine, The Creek Drank The Cradle 
(2002), 133,752
10. Iron And Wine, The Shepherd’s Dog (2007), 
133,490
(List of the 10 best-selling Sub Pop records, 
Seattle Times, Jan 2008)

“Jesus H. That’s a lot of wuss rock and beardy folk” 
– idolator.com

1. The Legend! – 73 In 83 (1983)
2. The Legend! – Do Nuts (1992)
(List of the worst-selling record on Creation and  
Sub Pop respectively26)

Jonathan Poneman: “We’re doing OK, money-wise. 
The music industry is like any industry: it’s cyclical. 
The music industry needs to scale back. EMI lays off 
2,000 people, and I’m like, how can they even 
employ 2,000 people to begin with? I’m sure I’m 
being a little naïve there, but the fact remains: 
recording is inexpensive, distribution is inexpensive, 
you don’t need to know about inventory…all a 
record label really needs to concern itself with is 
pure marketing. Even that is something that is 
relatively inexpensive. Sure, you also need to take 
into consideration that people can burn CDs, and 
that they can get music for free off the Internet. But 
if you don’t freak out, if you build into your 
projections there’s going to be a certain amount of 
free downloading, and there’s going to be some free 
CD-burning, and don’t spend too much money, and 
work with good artists, you’ll be OK. Also, we’ve 
been doing this 20 years, and I’d like to think that 
the Sub Pop name means something.”27

Charles Peterson photos used with the permission 
of powerHouse books, publisher of Touch Me  
I’m Sick

Footnotes
1. IT’S ALL ABOUT THE FOOTNOTES. I’m 
47, actually.
2. Reference to Soundgarden’s ‘Big 
Dumb Sex’, 11th track on the Seattle 
band’s second album Louder Than Love 
(1989). Soundgarden were always 
more fun than they were credited, 
certainly early on.
3. Especially to Tad. More so than 
Mudhoney, Tad IS grunge. Full stop. End 
of article.
4. It was a great place to do a spot of 
serial killing, though, if you were that 
way inclined. Proto-grunge outfit Green 
River were named after a particularly 
choice one.
5. First time I saw Sub Pop founder 
Bruce Pavitt’s office, he had a  
signed drawing from Life Is Hell  
by Evergreen alumni and Seattle 
resident Matt Groening.
6. Um, they don’t. Bing Crosby comes 
from nearer-by Tacoma, though: 
alongside wrongly forgotten garage 
kings and queen Girl Trouble.
7. A singularly mediocre film about a 
singularly mediocre rock magazine, 
despite the presence of Noah Taylor as 
the cantankerous Aussie tour manager.
8. …pretty good front man, too.
9. Oh come on. Why are you even 
reading this if you’re checking to see 
who Jack Endino is? At Reciprocal 
Studios, the long-fingered producer 
virtually invented “the Seattle sound” 
on the early Sub Pop records.
10. By ace Pacific Northwest Sixties 
garage band The Sonics.
11. Early Nineties band also rated by 
Jack White.
12. Yesco, actually – the Seattle 
elevator music company was bought 
out by Muzak.
13. It was a two-part story, early 1989. 
The first part centred round Mudhoney 
and was badly written. The second part 
centred round the three-album 
compilation Sub Pop 200 and was 
mostly written by Jonathan Poneman 
on the phone to me from Seattle. I 
guess the lashings of enthusiasm and 
introduction of a (partially) new word 

to the rock lexicon made up for any 
shortcomings. Then I went and got 
drunk with famous people for several 
years, and became the most hated rock 
critic in the UK and probably US as  
well (check my Top 20 placing in 
Chunklet’s Top 100 Assholes In Rock in 
the late Nineties).
14. So I could hang out with the Pacific 
Northwest’s one original musical 
talent, Beat Happening ‘front’ man and 
independent record label doyen Calvin 
Johnson, duh.
15. Its 11th floor was Sub Pop’s early 
home, with ‘world domination’ 
promised on every flyer. (Be careful 
what you wish for. You may get it.) The 
fact there were only 10 floors marked 
on the elevator never bothered anyone, 
but man, the door handle to their office 
had some static electricity attached!
16. Lazy historians, looking for a tag to 
tie the whole Seattle scene around, 
used to go for the flannel shirt look, and 
loud lethargic music. The new breed of 
lazy historian quotes all the above, but 
in a superior fashion, pointing out how 
patronising such descriptions are. If it 
isn’t right, why even mention it? 
Layering was the secret behind the 
Seattle ‘look’ – layering, and lack of 
funds. Seattle was an impoverished city 
before Amazon and Microsoft.
17. No. It wasn’t.
18. Mark Lanegan and Greg Dulli’s 
Gutter Twins: what happens when 
musicians turn ‘serious’. I had a  
minor spat with Mr Dulli over my 
description of him as an “Eddie Vedder 
acolyte”. “Since when is that a 
compliment?” the Afghan Whigs  
singer wanted to know, in response  
to my query as to why he’d called me a 
cunt. Fair point, Greg.
19. Specifically, Band Of Horses (who 
remind me of Buffalo Tom’s red-
blooded fretwork; and a little of The 
Chills), Plan B favourites Comets On 
Fire, No Age and Pissed Jeans, of 
course, dark Eighties throwbacks A 
Frames, and the mysterious looping Tiny 
Vipers. All as good a roster as at any 
time in Sub Pop’s history.

20. Not the one about being given oral 
sex on a plane by a female employee, 
though. Why would anyone make 
anything that humdrum up?
21. I think Jon is getting confused here. 
There were less than this. The Megan he 
refers to is the former Sub Pop 
receptionist who made up the lexicon 
of grunge, fronted Dickless’ second 
incarnation and is currently Sub Pop’s 
general manager. She has the worst 
potty-mouth I’ve ever encountered, 
and although I interviewed her for this 
piece most of it is entirely unsuitable.
22. Even my fucking friends have no 
idea who I work for…
23. Steve: “Here Come The Brides was 
an American television show that 
featured David Soul and Bobby 
Sherman and a third guy. They played 
three brothers that ran a logging mill in 
Seattle when it was a mud town in 
1902 and they sent for a boatload of 
brides from Boston that went around 
the horn to marry these loggers in the 
Northwest.”
24. Wait. I don’t really have to write a 
description of Charles Peterson here, 
the man whose snatched, intimate 
photographs defined the look of an 
entire musical movement (Seattle 
grunge, duh)? Well, Charles is…oh, 
fuck it. Go check your Wikipedia.
25. Which appeared in otherwise 
forgettable local music rag The Rocket.
26. This claim is entirely unverified, 
incidentally. I made it up years ago. 
27. Oh, and in case you were 
wondering…Sub Pop 5 was a cassette 
compilation, originally released in 
1980. It featured a Charles Burns cover, 
and tracks by Bruce Pavitt, Steve Fisk, 
Jad Fair, Beakers and Cool Rays, among 
others. Sub Pop 7 and 9 were also 
cassette compilations with Charles 
Burns sleeves. (The other early Sub Pop 
releases were fanzines.) In 1986, Pavitt 
released the limited-edition vinyl 
compilation Sub Pop 100 – an excellent 
snapshot of noise Americana, mid-
Eighties style, featuring Steve Albini, 
Sonic Youth, Scratch Acid, Naked 
Raygun, U-Men…and Shonen Knife!

Jonathan Poneman Soundgarden
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